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Snow Slider Credit: Alisa Anderson

Snowboarding Credit: OregonAdaptiveSports.com

Sit Ski Credit: Disabledgear.com

Winterp Adaptive Sporets Go with tlie Snow?

custom devices

i'The onlg wag to discover the limits ofthe possible is to
ga beyond them into the impossible." - Avthur C. Clarke
For many people, the exhilaration of freedom and wirld in their
face rushing down a slope or across snowy plains seems beyond
reach due to a physical disability. Fortunately, there are adapta-

tions to winter sports, stretching the limits of the possible.
Depending on level and type of disability there are several qrpes

of

Note for amputees -- not everyprosthetic knee,/leg can withstand
the forces ofthese sports so consult with your prosthetist first to
determine the best t;rye of components for the intended activity.
Sunshine Prosthetics and Orthotics located in Wayne New Jersey, protides a full range of serices for amputees and other

pfutsicalljt challenged adults and children. Call 973-696-8100
to learn more about their custom services or visit their website
at www.SunshinePandO. com.

adaptive ski equipment that can be used. If stability and balance are
issues, four-track skiing is an ideal technique, using two skis with two

hand-held outri5giers for balance so there are 4 points of contact with
the snow. Outriggers are metal forearm cmtches with ski tips on the
ends, some having adjustable brakes to aid with balance if necessary.
The snow slider is another form offour-track skiing for those
with more severe balance issues. Skis are mounted to the metal
frame making it something like a walker with skis. The skier is
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Prostheticserv,bes
Orthotic serviees
. Functional Electric Stimulation Devices
. AFOs, KAFOs, Braces
. Diabetic Wound Care
. Post-mastectomy fittings
. SpinalBraces & Body Jackets

aided by instructors on either side.

.

There are also three-track and two-track skiing for different levels of balance and strength, For those who have difficulty standing, there is sit-skiing, using a seat with one or two skis under it
and handheld outriggers.

Ald don't

ignore the excitement of snowboardin$! There are
adaptations to a snowboard such as tubes which go around the

waist and attached to long poles controlled by the instructor for
balance and turning. There's also a horse and bugfy system used
for stability but does not control your turns. You can also use outriggers or ski poies, Tandom snowboards are used for those who
are concerned about controllin$ the board.
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lotle fhe challenge

ofseeing people find they are stronger
than they thought "

BROOKE ARTESI, CPO, LPO

Snowshoeing sound more exciting? Adaptations are available
using forearm crutches, a walker-Iike device or a sleigh ("Pulk")

which has one person in front pulling and one in the rear pushing
and balancing. The rider can also use shortened ski poles to help
in the movement across the snow.
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